Burlap & Blooms Wreath Notes
February 27, 2014
Heather Heroldt
Besides the notes that come in the kit, here are some additional tips
and recommendations.
Assemble kit in this order:
1. Do the button centers: tie in the twine, glue to gray circles, and
fringe snip around button.
2. Assemble fringed flowers: fold over fringed strips without sharply
creasing – leave in a “tear” shape. Roll up two strips together for the
larger flower, and one single for a smaller flower, giving you two of
each fringed flower.
3. Assemble the circle flowers, just using a tiny bit of strategic hot
glue on the circle overlaps. Go ahead and add the button centers.
4. Assemble the petaled flowers, using an alternate brad at the
center if desired.
5. Wrap the wreath with the burlap strip. Adhere separate loop to
wreath, setting the “top” aspect.
6. Glue on finished elements.
7. Extras: I have also given you a Bigz Elegant Bird in Pool Party CS, some Bigz Beautiful Butterflies in Watercolor
Wonder DSP, and two Spiral Flowers in Calypso Coral CS. Assemble spiral flowers, curling as you go along, and hot gluing
to attached base. Hot glue to wreath as desired. Emboss the bird pieces with Lacy Brocade embossing folder, adhere
wing and attach to wreath as desired. Layer two contrasting butterflies, add pearls to solid layer, and pearls to single
butterfly. Adhere to wreath as desired. Tie leftover burlap into bow, and adhere as desired.
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